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ABOUT TWO BARE FEET
 
Two Bare Feet has been involved in action and adventure sports 
since 1994, supplying great products at unbeatable prices across a 
broad spectrum of  exciting pursuits.

We saw early successes with our large range of low cost products 
which helped to make quality water and actionsports gear 
accessible to the masses. We have evolved year on year, putting 
our efforts into strong industry relationships and new technologies, 
manufacturing processes and materials. This has helped us develop 
quality products at the same low prices we pride ourselves on. 
Accessibility has forever been our aim, so our customers can get 
the gear they want without breaking the bank.
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WHY BUY FROM US?
 
-Huge range of equipment and accessories across a range of sports. 
 
-We employ top quality materials, product development and design. 
 
-Sensible, fair pricing for B2B and B2C sales. 
 
-We have big plans for our new wholesale only product ranges. 
 
-We’re a UK company, based in South Devon. 
 
-Over 7,500 genuine 5-star customer reviews.

HOW TO PLACE YOUR ORDER
 
-Request a pricelist and order form from us at 
 wholesale@twobarefeet.co.uk 
 
-Complete the order form and return it back to us. 
 
-For existing customers we will issue an invoice to be paid in full 
 within 30 days. For new customers we do require full payment to 
 be made upfront before your order will be processed. 
 
-We will ship your products out to an address of your choice. 
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ENTRADIA INFLATABLE PADDLEBOARDS

Standard DWF PVC fabric . Additional PVC stiffening strips on top and bottom 

High density drop-stitched air chamber . 18PSI pressure rating 

Bungee storage system . Deck mounted accessory D-rings 

PADDLEBOARDS

Available styles Allround XS   /   Allround   /   Allround XL   /   Touring

Sizes 8’6x34”x4.75” / 10’6x34”x4.75” / 10’10x34”x6” / 11’6x34”x6”

Rider weights <80kg   /   <95kg   /   <125kg   /   <130kg

Colours
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PADDLEBOARDS

CLASSIC PRINT INFLATABLE PADDLEBOARDS

Standard DWF PVC fabric . Additional PVC stiffening strips on top and bottom 

High density drop-stitched air chamber . 18PSI pressure rating 

Bungee storage system . Deck mounted accessory D-rings 

Available styles Allround   /   Allround XL   /   Touring

Sizes 10’6” x 34” x 4.75”   /   10’10” x 34” x 6”   /   11’6” x 34” x 6”

Rider weights <95kg   /   <125kg   /   <130kg

Colours
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Available styles Allround   /   Allround XL   /   Touring

Sizes 10’6” x 33” x 4.75”   /   10’10” x 33” x 6”   /   12’0” x 33” x 6”

Rider weights <95kg   /   <120kg   /   <130kg

Colours

ARCHER INFLATABLE PADDLEBOARDS

Standard DWF PVC fabric . Twin PVC stiffening strips on top and bottom 

High density drop-stitched air chamber . 18PSI pressure rating 

Bungee storage system . Deck mounted accessory D-rings 

PADDLEBOARDS
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Available styles Allround   /   Allround XL   /   Touring

Sizes 10’6” x 33” x 4.75”   /   10’10” x 33” x 6”   /   12’0” x 33” x 6”

Rider weights <95kg   /   <120kg   /   <130kg

Colours

SPORT AIR INFLATABLE PADDLEBOARDS

Tough Fusion DWF PVC fabric . High density drop-stitched air chamber 

18PSI pressure rating . Bungee storage system(s) 

Deck mounted accessory D-rings 

PADDLEBOARDS
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Available styles Balance Platform   /   Balance Platform XL   / 
Balance Platform Super XL

Sizes 8’0” x 38” x 6”   /   10’0” x 40” x 6”   /   10’0” x 44” x 6”

Colours

PADDLEBOARDS

INFLATABLE BALANCE PLATFORMS

Can be used for yoga and stability exercises, or as a portable dock, swim platform or sturdy lilo 

Standard DWF PVC fabric . High density drop-stitched air chamber . 18PSI pressure rating 

Corner mouted tethering D-rings 
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Size 17’0” x 60” x 8”

Maximum payload 900Kg

Colours

PADDLEBOARDS

6-8 PERSON MULTIRIDER PADDLEBOARD

For use with a team of 6 to 8 riders . Perfect for teambuilding and group exercises 

Standard DWF PVC fabric . High density drop-stitched air chamber . 18PSI pressure rating 

4 inflation / deflation ports . 8 side mounted carry handles 
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STANDARD ALUMINIUM 3 PIECE SUP PADDLE

Paddle Style 3 Piece

Paddle Length 162cm - 210cm

Weight 1080g

Colours

Aluminium shaft and handle extension . PU paddle blade 

3 piece design with quick release mechanism . Adjustable length 

Breaks down into 3 pieces for easy transportation and storage 

SUP PADDLES
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SUP PADDLES

FIBREGLASS HYBRID SUP PADDLES

Available Styles 3 Piece   /   2 Piece

Paddle Length 162cm - 210cm

Weight 860g

Colours

Fibreglass shaft and handle extension . PU paddle blade 

Adjustable length . 3 Piece paddles break down into 3 pieces for easy transportation and storage 

2 Piece paddles offer improved strength and consistency for more control 
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FIBREGLASS HYBRID KAYAK PADDLE CONVERSION

Available Style Paddle Conversion (Additional blade only)

Converted Paddle Length 230cm - 255cm

Converted Paddle Weight 1360g

Colours

Converts a 2 piece or 3 piece Fibreglass Hybrid SUP paddle into a 

double ended kayak style paddle 

SUP PADDLES
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SUP PADDLES

CARBON HYBRID SUP PADDLES

Available Styles 3 Piece   /   2 Piece

Paddle Length 162cm - 210cm

Weight 800g

Colours

Carbon fibre shaft and handle extension . PU paddle blade 

Adjustable length . 3 Piece paddles break down into 3 pieces for easy transportation and storage 

2 Piece paddles offer improved strength and consistency for more control 
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CARBON HYBRID KAYAK PADDLE CONVERSION

Available Style Paddle Conversion (Additional blade only)

Converted Paddle Length 230cm - 255cm

Converted Paddle Weight 1300g

Colours

Converts a 2 piece or 3 piece Carbon Hybrid SUP paddle into a 

double ended kayak style paddle 

SUP PADDLES
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CARBON PRO 3 PIECE SUP PADDLES

Avaiolable Styles 3 Piece   /   2 Piece

Paddle Length 162cm - 210cm

Weight 680g

Colours

Full carbon fibre construction . Hollow blade for lightness 

Adjustable length . 3 Piece paddles break down into 3 pieces for easy transportation and storage 

2 Piece paddles offer improved strength and consistency for more control

SUP PADDLES
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BAMBOO CARBON PRO 3 PIECE SUP PADDLES

Paddle Styles 3 Piece   /   2 Piece

Paddle Length 162cm - 210cm

Weight 680g

Colours

Full carbon fibre construction with bamboo veneer . Hollow blade for lightness 

Adjustable length . 3 Piece paddles break down into 3 pieces for easy transportation and storage 

2 Piece paddles offer improved strength and consistency for more control 

SUP PADDLES
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Max Pressure 27.5psi

Dual Action Up to 8psi approximately

Pump Weight 1.16kg

Colours

BRAVO 4 MANUAL PADDLEBOARD HAND PUMP

High pressure and high capacity functionality . Inflate and deflate functions 

Single action and dual action inflation modes 

Foldable feet and removable handles for easy storage and transportation 

PADDLEBOARD ACCESSORIES
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Max Pressure 20psi

Max Airflow 350 Litres per minute

Max Runtime 30 Minutes

Colours

HT-782 20PSI ELECTRIC SUP PUMP

Automatic switching between high capacity and high pressure functiuons 

Automatic pump shut off at specified pressure . Inflation and deflation modes 

Dial displays PSI and BAR . Range of adapters included to fit different types of inflatable products 

PADDLEBOARD ACCESSORIES
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Power specifications DC12V 15A 140W

Charge Time 4 - 6 hours

Capacity 6000mAh (Approximately 1 hour of runtime from full)

Colours

12V ELECTRIC SUP PUMP POWERBANK

Lithium battery . Small, portable design . Charges from a mains outlet 

Discharges to 12V socket . Charge level indicator 

Compatible with SUP pumps and all other 12V products 

PADDLEBOARD ACCESSORIES
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Materials 10mm EVA padding with polyester outer

Connection 4x quick shackles to connect to paddleboard D-rings

Compatibility All Two Bare Feet paddleboards

Colours

REMOVABLE HIGH BACK KAYAK STYLE SEAT

Removable and foldable for storage . Padded for comfort 

High back design for support . Fully adjustable to fit your body 

PADDLEBOARD ACCESSORIES
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Coiled length 3 foot

Stretched length 10 foot

Connection Connects to rear mounted D-ring

Colours

DELUXE COILED SUP LEASH

High density coil cord . Recoils to stay out of the way of the rider and reduce drag 

Anti tangle design with dual swivels . Triple locking rail saver with leash string . Built in key pocket

PADDLEBOARD ACCESSORIES
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Padded with durable tarpaulin material and solid base for protection 

Padded and adjustable backpack carry straps with waist belt . Exterior paddle storage 

Roll top design for ease of access . Perfect for storing paddleboards and all accessories 

Capacity 90 Litres with exterior paddle storage straps

Padding 5mm synthetic foam padding

Straps Backpack straps with waist belt

Colours

90 LITRE PADDED PADDLEBOARD TRAVEL BAG

PADDLEBOARD ACCESSORIES
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Fully waterproof for use on the water . Solid base for protection 

Padded and adjustable backpack carry straps with waist belt . Exterior paddle storage 

Roll top design for ease of access . Perfect for storing paddleboards and all accessories 

Capacity 90 Litres with exterior paddle storage straps

Waterpoofing Fully waterproof drybag design

Straps Backpack straps with waist belt

Colours

90 LITRE PADDLEBOARD STORAGE DRYBAG

PADDLEBOARD ACCESSORIES
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60 LITRE DRYAG BACKPACK

Capacity 60 Litres

Waterpoofing Fully waterproof drybag design

Straps Backpack straps with waist belt

Colours

Fully waterproof for use on the water 

Padded and adjustable backpack carry straps with waist belt . Roll top design for ease of access 

Can be used for storing a Two Bare Feet Inflatable Surfboard 

PADDLEBOARD ACCESSORIES
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Capacity 30 Litres

Waterpoofing Fully waterproof drybag design

Straps Shoulder sling strap

Colours

30 LITRE DRYBAG BACKPACK

Fully waterproof for use on the water 

Padded and adjustable shoulder sling strap . Roll top design for ease of access 

Can be used for storing a Two Bare Feet Inflatable Bodyboard 

PADDLEBOARD ACCESSORIES
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Capacity For storage of Multirider SUP and all accessories

Waterpoofing Waterproof material with water resistant seams

Straps 2x carry handles

Colours

MULTIRIDER SUP CARRY BAG

Large zipped flap on top for easy packing 

2 sturdy carry handles for easy transportation with 2 people 

Durable, water resistant PVC material 

PADDLEBOARD ACCESSORIES
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BOARDING CO. 44” INFLATABLE BODYBOARD

Length 44” (112cm)

Width 20” (50.5cm)

Thickness 4” (10cm)

Colours

BODYBOARDS

Constructed like a paddleboard using standard DWF PVC fabric 

High density drop-stitched air chamber . 18PSI pressure rating . Large grab handles 

Leash D-ring mounted at nose of board . Swallowtail design to fit comfortably to your body 
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BODYBOARDS

FUTURE SLIM EVA SLICK BODYBOARDS

Available Sizes 37”   /   42”

Colours

Cost effective EVA outer material . EPS core . Leash attachment mounted at nose of board 

Swallowtail design to fit comfortably to your body . Supplied with a basic fabric leash rope 

HDPE slick with channeled design for stiffness, durability and hydrodynamics 
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BODYBOARDS

FLOWERZ IXPE SLICK BODYBOARDS

Available Sizes 33”   /   37”   /   41”

Colours

High quality IXPE outer material . EPS core . Leash attachment mounted at nose of board 

Swallowtail design to fit comfortably to your body . Supplied with a basic fabric leash rope 

HDPE slick with channeled design for stiffness, durability and hydrodynamics 
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CLASSIC PATTERN IXPE SLICK BODYBOARDS

Available Sizes 33”   /   37”   /   41”   /   42”   /   44”

Colours

High quality IXPE outer material . EPS core . Leash attachment mounted at nose of board 

Swallowtail design to fit comfortably to your body . Supplied with a basic fabric leash rope 

HDPE slick with channeled design for stiffness, durability and hydrodynamics 

BODYBOARDS
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BODYBOARDS

LAGOON IXPE SLICK BODYBOARDS

Available Sizes 33”   /   37”   /   41”   /   42”   /   44”

Colours

High quality IXPE outer material . EPS core . Leash attachment mounted at nose of board 

Swallowtail design to fit comfortably to your body . Supplied with a basic fabric leash rope 

HDPE slick with channeled design for stiffness, durability and hydrodynamics 
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Coiled length 1.5 foot

Stretched length 6 foot

Connection Supplied with a leash plug to fit a bodyboard

Colours

COILED BODYBOARD LEASH

High tensile coil cord . Recoils to stay out of the way of the rider and reduce drag 

Inbuilt leash string . Built in key pocket

BODYBOARD ACCESSORIES
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BODYBOARD ACCESSORIES

44” CLASSIC PATTERN SINGLE BODYBOARD BAG

Dimensions 44.5” tall x 23.5” wide x 2” deep

Capacity For a single bodyboard of 44” or less

Colours

Durable tarpaulin material . Large single pocket for wetsuits and accessories 

Padded side carry handle . Padded and adjustable shoulder sling strap 

Backpack style straps . Mesh drainage vents on pocket and bottom of main compartment 
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BODYBOARD ACCESSORIES

CLASSIC PATTERN DOUBLE BODYBOARD BAGS

Available Sizes 37”   /   44”

Capacity For up to 2 bodyboards of either 37” or less / 44” or less

Colours

Durable tarpaulin material . Large twin pockets for wetsuits and accessories 

Padded side carry handle . Padded and adjustable shoulder sling strap 

Backpack style straps . Mesh drainage vents on pocket and bottom of main compartment 
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BODYBOARD ACCESSORIES

44” CLASSIC PATTERN TRIPLE BODYBOARD BAG

Dimensions 44.5” tall x 23.5” wide x 6” deep

Capacity For up to 3 bodyboards of 44” or less

Colours

Durable tarpaulin material . 3 large pockets for wetsuits and accessories 

Padded side carry handle . Padded and adjustable shoulder sling strap 

Backpack style straps . Mesh drainage vents on pocket and bottom of main compartment 
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BODYBOARD ACCESSORIES

44” CLASSIC PATTERN QUAD BODYBOARD BAG

Dimensions 44.5” tall x 23.5” wide x 8” deep

Capacity For up to 4 bodyboards of 44” or less

Colours

Durable tarpaulin material . 2 large and 2 small pockets for wetsuits and accessories 

Padded side carry handle . Padded and adjustable shoulder sling strap 

Backpack style straps . Mesh drainage vents on pocket and bottom of main compartment 
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SURFBOARDS

47” SURF CREW XPE MINI SURFING BODYBOARD

Length 47” (119cm)

Width 18” (46cm)

Thickness 2” (5cm)

Colours

XPE outer material . EPS core . Leash attachment mounted at tail of board 

HDPE slick for stiffness, durability and hydrodynamics 

Single rubberised fin to improve tracking 
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SURFBOARDS

FOAMY SURFBOARDS

Available Sizes 6’0”   /   7’0”   /   8’0”

Colours

IXPE outer material . EPS core . Leash attachment mounted at tail of board 

HDPE slick for durability and hydrodynamics . 1/4” internal stringer for stiffness 

Thruster set of plastic fins to improve tracking . Progressive rocker curve for performance
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SURFBOARD ACCESSORIES

CLASSIC PATTERN SURFBOARD TRAVEL BAGS

Available Sizes 6’6”   /   7’6”   /   8’6”

Capacity Up to 2 boards of 6’6” / 7’6” / 8’6” or less

Colours

Oversized to fit a range of boards up to 6’6” . Durable tarpaulin material 

Velcro accessories pocket . Padded side carry handle 

Padded and adjustable shoulder sling strap . 1/4” foam padding throughout
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SURFBOARD ACCESSORIES

DELUXE SURF LEASHES

Available Sizes 6’0”   /   7’0”   /   8’0”

Compatibility For boards 5’0” - 6’0” / 6’0” - 7’0” / 7’0” - 8’0”

Colours

High density cord . Anti tangle design with dual swivels . Triple locking rail saver with leash string 

Built in key pocketPadded ankle strap for comfort . Connects to rear mounted leash plug
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SKIMBOARDS

41” ORIGINAL BOARDING CO SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

41” CIPHER SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

41” SPACE SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

41” STEALTH SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

41” CLASSIC PATTERN SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

41” AZTEC SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

41” WEDGE SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

41” RETRO ROCKET SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

41” DECKHAND SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

41” GEO SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

41” STELLAR SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

41” TIDAL SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

41” TIDEPOOL SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

37” AZTEC SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

37” WEDGE SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

37” RETRO ROCKET SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

37” DECKHAND SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

37” GEO SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

37” STELLAR SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

37” TIDAL SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SKIMBOARDS

37” TIDEPOOL SKIMBOARD

Colours

7 ply Poplar wood construction . Smooth laquered finish  . Entry rocker to enable planing 

Water repellent treatment for longevity . Suitable for children and adults
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SNORKELLING

DIVESPORT SILICONE MASK AND DRYTOP SNORKEL SET

Colours

Silicone skirt and mouthpiece for comfort and close fit . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Dry top snorkel tube for diving . Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water 

Adjustable head strap for a tight fit . Side lenses to increased peripheral vision



SNORKELLING

X-DIVE SILICONE MASK AND DRYTOP SNORKEL SET

Colours

Silicone skirt and mouthpiece for comfort and close fit . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Dry top snorkel tube for diving . Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water 

Adjustable head strap for a tight fit
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SNORKELLING

PRO DIVE SILICONE MASK AND DRY TOP SNORKEL SET 1

Colours

Silicone skirt and mouthpiece for comfort and close fit . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Dry top snorkel tube for diving . Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water 

Adjustable head strap for a tight fit
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SNORKELLING

PRO DIVE XL SILICONE MASK AND DRY TOP SNORKEL SET 2

Colours

Silicone skirt and mouthpiece for comfort and close fit . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Dry top snorkel tube for diving . Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water 

Adjustable head strap for a tight fit . Large framed mask for increased peripheral vision
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SNORKELLING

PRO DIVE SILICONE MASK AND DRY TOP SNORKEL SET 3

Colours

Silicone skirt and mouthpiece for comfort and close fit . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Dry top snorkel tube for diving . Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water 

Adjustable head strap for a tight fit
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SNORKELLING

SILICONE MASK AND DRY TOP SNORKEL SET 1

Colours

Silicone skirt and mouthpiece for comfort and close fit . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Dry top snorkel tube for diving . Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water 

Adjustable head strap for a tight fit
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SNORKELLING

SILICONE MASK AND DRY TOP SNORKEL SET 2

Colours

Silicone skirt and mouthpiece for comfort and close fit . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Dry top snorkel tube for diving . Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water 

Adjustable head strap for a tight fit
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SNORKELLING

SILICONE MASK AND DRY TOP SNORKEL SET 3

Colours

Silicone skirt and mouthpiece for comfort and close fit . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Dry top snorkel tube for diving . Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water 

Adjustable head strap for a tight fit
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SNORKELLING

DIVESPORT SILICONE MASK AND STANDARD SNORKEL SET

Colours

Silicone skirt and mouthpiece for comfort and close fit . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water . Adjustable head strap for a tight fit 

Side lenses to increased peripheral vision
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SNORKELLING

X-DIVE SILICONE MASK AND STANDARD SNORKEL SET

Colours

Silicone skirt and mouthpiece for comfort and close fit . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water . Adjustable head strap for a tight fit
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SNORKELLING

SILICONE MASK AND STANDARD SNORKEL SET 1

Colours

Silicone skirt and mouthpiece for comfort and close fit . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water . Adjustable head strap for a tight fit
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SNORKELLING

SILICONE MASK AND STANDARD SNORKEL SET 2

Colours

Silicone skirt and mouthpiece for comfort and close fit . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water . Adjustable head strap for a tight fit
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SNORKELLING

SILICONE MASK AND DRY TOP SNORKEL SET 3

Colours

Silicone skirt and mouthpiece for comfort and close fit . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water . Adjustable head strap for a tight fit
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KIDS SILICONE MASK AND DRTYTOP SNORKEL

Colours

Silicone skirt and mouthpiece for comfort and close fit . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Dry top snorkel tube for diving . Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water 

Adjustable head strap for a tight fit . Side lenses to increased peripheral vision

SNORKELLING
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SNORKELLING

KIDS SILICONE MASK AND STANDARD SNORKEL

Colours

Silicone skirt and mouthpiece for comfort and close fit . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water . Adjustable head strap for a tight fit 

Side lenses to increased peripheral vision
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SNORKELLING

KIDS PVC MASK AND STANDARD SNORKEL

Colours

PVC skirt and mouthpiece . Tempered glass anti fog lenses 

Purge valve to clear the snorkel tube of water . Adjustable head strap for a tight fit 

Side lenses to increased peripheral vision
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SNORKELLING

F99 SWIM FINS

Sizes S (UK3 - UK6), M (UK6 - UK9), L (UK9 - UK12)

Colours

Short blade for quick bursts of power and reduced load on the feet and shins 

Moulded rubber footbed for comfort . Adjustable heel strap for a close, secure fit
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SNORKELLING

F70 SWIM FINS

Sizes S/M (UK4.5 - UK8.5), M/L (UK9 - UK13)

Colours

Medium length blade for good allround performance while snorkelling 

Moulded rubber footbed for comfort . Adjustable heel strap for a close, secure fit
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SNORKELLING

F52 SWIM FINS

Medium length blade for good allround performance while snorkelling 

Moulded rubber footbed for comfort . Adjustable heel strap for a close, secure fit

Sizes S/M (UK4.5 - UK8.5), M/L (UK9 - UK13)

Colours
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SNORKELLING

KIDS F89 SWIM FINS

Sizes S/M (C9 - C13), M/L (UK1 - UK4)

Colours

Medium length blade for good allround performance while snorkelling 

Moulded rubber footbed for comfort . Adjustable heel strap for a close, secure fit
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